Broadbean Resume Search
Browse all of your external databases from one simple interface
Take extra steps out of your sourcing process

Broadbean Resume Search is designed with the recruiter in mind. Between
resume databases, social media sites and professional networks, recruiters are
using many tools to source for candidates. Broadbean Resume Search takes all
of your paid subscriptions and places them into one portal, so you can quickly
and easily locate the job seekers you need, today.

Save recruiter time and streamline search practices

Features:

Forward-thinking talent acquisition teams are looking to ﬁll positions faster. This
often leads to purchasing subscriptions to more than one resume database. Not
only does this add a hard cost to your recruitment budget, but it also takes
additional eﬀort to manage activity across multiple tools.

• Consolidated Search
Run a single search across all external resume
databases in one interface

By combining your external sourcing tools into a single platform, your team only
needs to remember one password—run one search—to ﬁnd every relevant
candidate. Once a candidate who matches your criteria is found, you can
complete any of the following from within Broadbean Resume Search: download
a resume, forward to a colleague, and shortlist or email the candidate. Our tool
will also identify candidate resumes that have already been downloaded by
someone at your company, so you’re not paying for the same proﬁle twice.
With the addition of Talentstream MyCandidates, recruiters can search the
existing pool of talent within your ATS or other recruitment software. Why
spend money if you have sourced relevant candidates in the past?

Evaluate your resources and recruiter usage with
detailed reporting.
With your organization already subscribing to more than one candidate
database, how can you be sure that your investment is being utilized properly
and returning positive results?
Identify the number of completed searches and downloaded resumes—ﬁltered
by the recruiter or resource—with usage reporting. This information allows you
to understand tool adoption and evaluate the ROI of your vendors.

• Candidate Management
Users can download, forward or contact
candidates within the tool
• Management Controls
Allocate database access and resume
download quotas to manage your budget
• Reporting
Compare searches ran and resumes
downloaded by source and recruiter to evaluate
adoption and ROI of your external databases
• Automated Search
Save searches and have candidates delivered
to your inbox daily
• MyCandidates Add-on
Expand your search query to include
candidates in your existing recruitment
software tools.

It has never been easier to search for candidates.
Find your ideal candidates faster with all external databases in one place.

Find your saved searches,
rerun or delete them
Search all of your external
databases using one search query

Once you’ve narrowed down
your search to your ideal group
of candidates, bulk shortlist,
message and tag

Download, forward or save
candidates you’re interested in

Filter results based on the
individual database criteria
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Broadbean Resume Search is part of the Talentstream Technologies suite of
solutions that bring together all the tools you need to manage the entire recruitment
process.

